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IMMERSION REFRACTOMETRY 
BY JOHN S. ANDERSON, M.A., BSc., PH.D. 

(Optics Department, National Physical Laboratory.) 

M S .  received, 26th May, 1920. Reud (ind discussed, Iofh June, 1920. 

Introduction, 

T w o  main methods of measuring to a high degree of accuracy the refractive pro- 
perties of a specimen of glass are in generalsuse. In  the first method the specimen 
is cut in the form of a prism, usually of angle 60". It  is placed on the table of a 
spectrometer and the angle of minimim deviation for any given spectrum line is 
measured. The refractive index of the glass for light of the given wave-length is 
then calculated from the values of the angle of the prism and of the angle of minimum 
deviation. A modification of this method has been employed by Abbe and others*. 
The glass is cut in the form of a 30' prism and the incident beam of light, after 
refraction at the first face and normal reflection at the second face, is made to 
retrace its path, the observations being made by means of an auto-collimating ar- 
rangement. The second method depends on the determination of the path of a ray 
which enters a block of glass of known refractive index at grazing incidence at the 
surface of contact with the specimen, the block having a higher refractive index 
than the specimen to be measured. In this case the specimen of glass must be 
provided with one or two optically plane surfaces. The Abbe and Pulfrich refracto- 
meters are familiar examples of instruments which depend on this method of 
measurement. I n  addition to the methods mentioned there are of course others, 
such as those which depend on interference measurements ; here again the provision 
of one or more optically plane surfaces is necessary. 

None of these methods, however, can be applied directly when one wishes to 
determine the refractive properties of a specimen of glass which is unpolished, or 
is in the form of a lens, or is very small. I t  is frequently either inadvisable or 
impossible to grind and polish optically flat surfaces on a specimen on account of 
its being a component of some optical system which it is essential to keep intact, 
or because of its small size. In such cases the usual method adopted for measuring 
the refractive index for any given wave-length is to immerse the specimen in a 
transparent liquid having approximately the same index, and to vary the concentra- 
tion of the liquid until the refractive indices of liquid and specimen for that wave- 
length are the same. The  refractive index of the liquid is then measured by means 
of one of the ordinary methods. If the concentration of the liquid is so adjusted 
as to equalise the refractive indices for one wave-length, it will be found that the 

45 (1894, 609. 

* E. Abbe, A'eue Apparate ziw Bestawmting des Bueclrzings- toid Zerstreuungs-uevmr3gens festev 
ttndflz2ssi:er Kdvfier, Jena (1874); S. Czapski, 2 . f .  Instvk. IO (1890), 361; C. Pulfrich. W i d .  Ann. 
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indices differ for any other wave-length, on account of the different dispersions of 
the glass and liquid. 

This dispersion difference and the difference in the temperature coefficients of 
refractive index in the case of solids and liquids give rise to very pretty colour effects 
when one warms a liquid in which a transparent powder having approximately the 
same index is mixed. T h e  phenomena have been described by Christiansen*, 
Rayleighj-, and others. 

Description of existing methods. 
An immersion method of measuring the refractive index of glass in the form of 

a fine powder has been described by Christiansenl. The  powder is placed in a 
hollow glass prism of refracting angle 45' to 60°, which is filled with a mixture of 
carbon disulphide and benzene. When a homogeneous mixture has been obtained 
by means of stirring, the prism is placed oIf the table of a spectrometer, the colli- 
mator slit of which is illuminated by a sodium flame. The sodium line is seen sharply 
defined in the telescope. T h e  powder gradually sinks to the bottom of the prismatic 
cell and the constitution of the mixture becomes different in different horizontal 
layers. As a result of this a band of light is seen in the field of view of the telescope. 
After some minutes, however, the powder collects at the bottom of the cell. One 
now sees two sharp lines, one due to refraction in the clear liquid and the other due 
to refraction in the saturated mixture. If q, vz and vl -t vZ are the volumes of the 
powder, the liquid, and the mixture respectively, and pl, pz, and p are the corre- 
sponding refractive indices, then it follows from the equality of the optical paths 
that 

If, now, the mixture is slightly altered by the addition of a small quantity of either 
benzene or carbon disulphide, and the refractive indices of the liquid and the mixture 
of powder and liquid are denoted by pz' and p' respectively, then 

From these two equations it follows that 

(a1 + 4 P = VIP1 + VZP'* 

(vu1 + 4 P' = VlCLlf %P2' 

PP2'--PLIP2 
P - P  -Pz+Pz" 

p1= -7 

Thus the refractive index of the powder may be determined from the results of 
measurements of the refractive indices of liquid and mixture for two slightly 
different concentrations of the liquid. Christiansen determined by this method the 
refractive indices of a specimen of crown glass for the lines C ,  D, and F .  His mean 
results differed from those obtained by direct measurement by I to 5 units in the 
fourth decimal place. 

The above method can only be applied to the case of very finely divided powders, 
for with coarser powders homogeneous mixtures cannot be satisfactorily obtained. 
Christiansen measured the refractive properties of coarser powders by a different 

* C. Christiansen, Wied. Aniz. 23 (1884), 298. 
t Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mug. 20 (1885), 358; Scient.  Papers, vol. 11, p,  433; Nature, 60 (1899), 64. 
$ C. Christiansen, W i e d .  Ann. 23 (1884), 298; 24 (1885), 439. 
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method, which is easier to apply, but does not yield quite so accurate results. T h e  
principle of the method is as  follows. If one introduces glass powder into a suitable 
mixture of carbon disulphide and benzene, one can observe two colours, one of 
which consists of light Tvhich passes through without refraction, while the other is 
composed of all the other colours. The  two colours are therefore complementary, 
the first being monochromatic and the second heterochromatic. 

Christiansen in his experiments made use of two sensitive tints corresponding 
to monochromatic light of wave-lengths j30 and 4 6 0 ~ ~  ; the heterochromatic colours 
were reddish-violet and dirty yellow respectively. l 'he concentration of the carbon 
disulphide and benzene mixture is gradually altered until the first sensitive tint 
is observed. T h e  refractive indices of the liquid and the glass are then the same for 
the wave-length j30pp. The  indices of the liquid for the lines C, D, and F are 
determined in the ordinary way and the index for the wave-length 530pp is ob- 
tained by interpolation or with the aid of Cauchy's dispersion formula. T h e  process 
is then repeated for the second sensitive tint. I n  this way the refractive indices of 
the glass for the wave-lengths j30  and 460pp are determined. A specimen of flint 
glass was experimented with, and the values of the indices obtained by this method 
for the critical wave-lengths differed from those derived by direct measurement by 
8 units and I unit in the fourth decimal place respectively. 

T h e  late S. D. Chalmers" employed a method of measuring the refractive indices 
of a lens, which consisted in immersing the lens in a liquid of approximately the 
same index and determining its focal length. If  p1 is the index of the lens and p,, 
that of the liquid, the focal length F is given by 

where RI,  R, are the curvatures of the surfaces, considered positive when convex 
to the incident light, provided that the thickness of the lens is small in comparison 
with the radii of curvature. I t  is then only necessary to determine the values of 
F ,  RI ,  and R, to the degree of accuracy that is required for the value of pl - po. 
A series of stable transparent liquids of suitable refractive index is used ; for example 
cedar oil (pD = 1.j17 approx.), and oil of cloves (pD = 1.j30 approx.), are useful for 
the measurement of the indices of crown lenses. An average accuracy of about 
j units in the fourth decimal place was obtained with the method. 

An immersion method of measuring the refractive constants of pieces of glass 
in the form of lenses and such like has been described by L. C. 3'Iartint. T h e  
principle of this method is to immerse the specimen in a suitable liquid, such as 
carbon disulphide or mercury potassium iodide, contained in a prismatic cell 
resting on the prism table of a spectrometer, and to adjust the concentration of the 
liquid until the spectrum line, for which the refractive index of the specimen is to 
be measured, is seen in sharp focus. T h e  angle of minimum deviation for the line 
in question is then determined and the refractive index calculated in the usual way. 
The diluent employed is alcohol, and the liquid in the cell is kept homogeneous by 
mechanical stirring. An average accuracy of about 1.4 in the fourth decimal place 

F = (111 - Po) (RI - R?), 

* S. D. Chalmers, Puuc. Opt .  Convention, I (1905). 198 
t L. C. Martin, T m m  Opt .  Soc. 17 (1916), 76 .  
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was obtained by this method. Measurements were made on the C, D, and F lines 
of the spectrum, but the author states that when using mercury potassium iodide 
as the immersion liquid it was not easy to determine the values for the F line. The 
method possesses the distinct advantage of simplicity as regards apparatus. Any 
method, however, which depends on the determination of the sharpness of focus 
is liable to involve a greater degree of inaccuracy than one which depends, for 
example, on a coincidence setting. 

An accurate method of immersion refractometry has been described by R. W. 
Cheshire". It is based on the shadow method introduced by Foucaultt for figuring 
optical surfaces. The  image of a vertical straight edge, backed by a source of 
monochromatic light, is projected by a telescope objective into the plane of a second 
straight edge, which is so arranged as to cover about half the full.aperture of the 
objective of an observing telescope. A rectangular cell containing the glass specimen 
immersed in a suitable liquid (mercury potassium iodide was employed) is placed 
near the first objective on the side away from the source of light. The strength of 
the liquid is varied until, on traversing the second straight edge across the objective 
of the observing telescope, which is focussed on the glass specimen, the whole field 
darkens simultaneously and uniformly. This only happens when the refractive 
indices of the glass and the liquid are the same. The index of the liquid is measured 
directly, the cell being cemented to the block of a Pulfrich refractometer. An average 
accuracy of 2 units in the fifth decimal place was obtained by this method in 
measurements on the sodium D line. I t  was found difficult to obtain accurate 
values of the indices for the hydrogen C and F lines owing to want of sufficient 
brightness. 

I n  this connection it is of interest to note that the late Lord Rayleighf, in a paper 
dealing with the theory of Foucault's test, showed that the accuracy obtained with 
this method is of the order that might be expected. The method is essentially a very 
sensitive one and is, of course, much more accurate'than any method which depends 
on the accuracy of focussing. I t  suffers, however, from the disadvantage of re- 
quiring a considerable amount of space, the distance between the cell and the 
observing telescope being about 5 metres. This involves the necessity of having 
two observers, one for determining the point when the refractive indices of the 
glass and the liquid are the same, and the other for measuring the index on the 
refractometer. This difficulty could possibly be minimised by the introduction of 
a mirror placed almost normal to the optical axis of the system, so as to bring the 
observing telescope into proximity to the refractometer telescope. Such an arrange- 
ment would, however, involve a certain amount of loss of light. 

A method of determining the dispersion of a substance in the form of a powder 
is given by R. W. Woods. The  substance used for purposes of illustration is potas- 

* R. W. Cheshire, Phil. Mag. 32 (1916), 409. 
t L. Foucault, Ann. de I'Observatoire de P a r i s ,  5 (1859). 197; Recueil des travaux scientif. Paris 

$ Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mug. 33 (rg17), 161. 
§ R. W. Wood, Physical Opics,  (1g14), IIZ. 

(1878)~ 232. 
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sium fluosilicate formed in a solution of potassium chloride. T h e  mixture is intro- 
duced into a hollow prism which is placed on the table of a spectrometer. When the 
precipitate has settled, the transmitted light, on being examined with a telescope, 
is seen to consist of a definite region of the spectrum, the mean wave-length of 
which can be determined. The  clearness and narrowness of the band can be in- 
creased by screening off all light which passes through the clear liquid above the 
precipitate. The  refractive index of the liquid for the particular wave-length in 
question can be measured in the usual way. T h e  index of the mixture may be varied 
by adding potassium chloride or water, and thus the refractive indices of the 
precipitate for different wave-lengths can be measured. The  transmitted light is 
not very pure, in the case of the fluosilicate, unless it has traversed a considerable 
thickness of the substance. More accurate results can therefore be obtained by 
putting the mixture into a long tube with a glass plate at each end, instead of into 
a hollow prism, and examining the transmitted light by means of a spectrometer. 
This method could be applied to the case of optical glass in the form of a fine 
powder, though the results obtained would probably not be of a high degree of 
accuracy, as the transmitted light would not be sufficiently monochromatic to allow 
of accurate determinations of its mean wave-length. The  method would be applic- 
able to the case of small fragments of glass which could be broken up, but not to 
the case of lenses which one did not wish to destroy. This  criticism applies also to 
Christiansen's methods which have already been described. 

One great disadvantage in most of the methods already described is the necessity 
for accurately adjusting the strength of the liquid so as to obtain equality of index 
for any given standard wave-length. Sow anyone who has made such adjustments 
knows how laborious the process is. On approaching the balance point it is fre- 
quently found that, after adding a drop of the concentrated liquid or of the diluting 
medium in order, as the case may be, to increase or decrease the density of the 
mixture, the point of equality has been overreached. Even when one goes to the 
trouble of preparing for each wave-length two mixtures, one slightly denser and 
the other slightly less dense than the mixture of required refractive index, a con- 
siderable time is spent before the correct amounts of these mixtures has been added. 
Then  again, even if the correct density of the immersion liquid has been attained, 
it may alter appreciably, due to evaporation at the surface, during the time occupied 
in making the necessary measurements of the refractive index. 

Such difficulties are overcome by Ch. Fabry" in a method, a description of which 
has recently been published?. I t  depends on the measurement of small differences 
of refractive index by comparison with the index of a reference prism. The  immersion 
liquid is contained in a cell with approximately parallel sides, and the reference 

* Ch. Fabry,  J .  de Ph,\8s. 1 1  (1919), 1 1 .  

t My inethod also ovcrcomes thesc diliiculties, but in quitc a differcnt way. It was first used 
by me in the autumn of xgrG for the purpose o f  identifying thc glasses of which a large number 
of lens components belonging to captured Gcmman optical instruments were m a &  Unfortunately, 
owing to prcssure of othcr work, i t  has not been found possible t o  publish a description of the 
method till now. My attention \\'as not drawn to Fabry's paper until the  bulk of the  present 
paper had been written. 
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prism and the specimen whose index is required are simultaneously placed in the 
liquid. A certain number of standard reference prisms is required, and in each 
case that one is chosen whose index is nearest to that of the specimen under examina- 
tion. T h e  index of the liquid is then determined by means of the deviation which 
the prism produces relatively to the ray which traverses the cell without passing 
through the prism. Fabry employs carbon disulphide as the immersion liquid. 
T h e  cell is placed between a collimator and a telescope mounted on a divided circle, 
which reads to about one second. The  faces of the cell are set normal to the colli- 
mator beam. The  reference prism, whose refracting angle is 90", is placed in the 
cell with its faces equally inclined to the incident beam. The  observing telescope 
is provided with an objective of 40 cms. focal length and an adjustable eyepiece 
with millimetre graduations. The  collimator slit is illuminated by means of a source 
of light giving a line spectrum. Now, if A be the angle and n the refractive index 
(corresponding to the wave-length of one of the lines) of the reference prism and N 
the index of the liquid, the angle of deviation D due to the prism is given by 

if the difference between n and N is small. 

an equation which gives N in terms of the known refractive index n and the deviation 
D, which is measured on the circle. If D is greater than IO, it is advisable to use 
a more accurate formula, such as 

D = 2 (n - N) tan 4 2 ,  

N = n - 012, 

. . . e . . (  I )  

. . . .. .(2) Thus, if A = 90°, 

(3) 
I I I N = n - - s inD + -sin2 D + - sina D + __ sin4D + ..., ...... 
2 8n 4n2 128n3 

of which the third term is very nearly quite negligible. I t  gives correct values, 
where A = 90°, up to values of D of about 15'". Fabry employs five reference 
prisms, cut by M .  Jobin from glass made by Parra-Mantois. The constants of the 
glasses are as follows: 

C D F 
Light boro-silicate crown .. . 1'49464 1.49693 1,50230 
Ordinary crown ... ... 1,51744 1.5~008 1,52643 

Extra  dense t%nt ... ... 1.64045 1.04585 165945 

Light barium crown ... 1.57155 1.57450 1..j8155 
Dense flint ... ... 1.59998 I.60450 1.61575 

With these prisms one can measure all indices between 1-47 and 1.67 with the 
difference N -  n not exceeding i '03 and in consequence the deviation D not 
exceeding i 3''s. 

I n  order to obtain the value of N accurate to one in the fifth decimal place, the 
following errors of measurement, etc. must not be exceeded : 

Measurement of D: i 4 seconds. 
Error of angle -4 : I minute. 
Equality of inclination of prism faces to incident beam: 30 minutes. 
Angle between walls of cell: I degree. 
Angle between incident beam and normal to cell walls: I degree. 

* H. S. Uhler (Amev.  Jouvn. Sci. 49 (I~zo), 143) discusses thc gcnernl case whcrc t he  allgle .-1 
may have any value, and gives alternative rapidly convergent series. 
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The method of obtaining the refractive indices of a specimen in the form of a 
lens is as follows. The strength of the liquid is roughly adjusted so that its index 
is very nearly equal to that of the lens for a given radiation. The position of the 
telescope draw-tube, for which the line in question is sharply focussed, is deter- 
mined when the reference prism alone is immersed in the liquid. The lens is then 
immersed in the path of the beam of light, and the position of the draw-tube is 
altered by an amount x so as to bring the line into sharp focus again. At the same 
time the deviation D is measured. The  composition of the liquid is then slightly 
altered and new values of x and D are measured. Having obtained two or three 
pairs of values, including positive and negative values of x, a curve is drawn with 
x and D as coordinates. From this curve, which is practically a straight line, the 
value of D which corresponds to x = 0 ,  that is, to equality of index of lens and 
liquid, can be deduced. The index of the lens can then be obtained from the formula 
(3). Fabry finds that the error of focussing the telescope is of the order of i I mm. 
and theoretically deduces the fact that, in order to obtain for refractive indices an 
accuracy of one in the fifth decimal place, the difference in thickness of the centre 
and of the edge of the effective portion of the lens must at least reach the value 
6000h. Thus a difference in thickness of 4 mm. is sufficient to ensure this accuracy 
throughout the spectrum. 

The  method as applied to a specimen in the form of a prism is somewhat similar. 
The  prism is immersed in such a way that its edge is perpendicular to the edge of 
the reference prism. A wire is stretched across the collimator slit, its image appearing 
as a black point. The  vertical deviation d of this image is measured by means of a 
micrometer eyepiece, the motion of which is parallel to the length of the slit, and 
at the same time the horizontal deviation D caused by the reference prism is deter- 
mined. The  simultaneous measurements of D and d are made for two or three 
different strengths of the immersion liquid, and a curve is drawn through the 
points corresponding to the values obtained. From this curve, which is practically 
a straight line, the value of D which corresponds to d = o may be obtained, and 
then the index of the specimen can be deduced, as in the former case, from 
formula (3). Fabry found that the method gave results correct to I or z units in 
the fifth decimal place in the case of a specimen of quartz, the angle between 
adjacent faces of which was 120'. He does not indicate for what wave-length the 
measurement was made. 

Fabry's method can also be applied to the cases of irregular fragments with 
curved faces (such as rods of glass or beads of borax fused to platinum wire) and 
transparent substances in the form of powders with coarse grains. 

The method is in many respects a great improvement on those that have already 
been described, but it is doubtful whether the degree of accuracy claimed, namely 
one unit in the fifth decimal place of refractive index, will be attained in general 
practice. Although it might appear from the list of allowable errors of setting, etc. 
given on p. zoo, that this degree of accuracy could be obtained with quite an approxi- 
mate fulfilment of the ideal geometrical conditions, it must be remembered that it 
is the cumulative effect of all these errors that is to be taken into account. This 
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really involves much narrower limits than those given by Fabry. Further, it should 
be noted that there should be no lateral play in the telescope draw-tube. Thus it 
appears that, in order to obtain an accuracy of one unit in the fifth decimal place, 
somewhat rigid conditions must be fulfilled in practice. I t  would be interesting to 
know what accuracy can be attained with.ordinary specimens of glass. The only 
result given is for a piece of quartz, with which an accuracy of one or two units in 
the fifth decimal place was found. I t  is not fair, however, to draw conclusions from 
this one result as the angle utilised for the deviation was very large, namely 120’ 
(cf. footnote on p.  215).  

I t  is interesting to note that the principle of immersion refractometry is used 
in mineralogy for determining the refractive indices of mineral fragments”. If a 
small specimen be immersed in a liquid and a low power microscope be focussed 
on an edge (preferably a sharp one) of the specimen, the edge is barely visible, 
provided that the refractive indices of the specimen and liquid are equal. If the 
indices are different, it is found that, on racking the microscope away from the 
specimen, a bright line appears near the edge inside the medium of higher refractive 
index; on racking the microscope in the other direction, the bright line appears 
just inside the medium of lower index. This bright line is usually referred to as the 
“Becke line”; by making use of it one can determine whether the immersion 
liquid has a higher or lower refractive index than the specimen. T h e  strength of 
the liquid can then be varied until the line no longer makes its appearance, and the 
refractive index can be determined by one of the usual methods. The results 
obtained are not very accurate, but are usually sufficiently correct for the purposes 
of identification. T h e  Becke line is also made use of for determining whether one 
constituent in a rock section has a higher or lower index than an adjoining con- 
stituent. 

A more accurate method of measuring the refractive indices of mineralogical 
specimens has been described by F. E. Wright?. I t  is really a combination of 
Foucault’s shadow method with microscopic measurements. Two knife-edges 
(safety razor blades are used) are mounted horizontally, being fixed to a vertical 
bar which is attached to the side of the stage support. The upper blade is between 
the microscope objective and the slide, being in the image plane of the lower blade. 
When the upper blade is moved into the position where its edge just touches the 
edge of the image of the lower blade, a mineral grain in the slide appears bright on 
a dark field, if its index is different from that of the liquid in which it is immersed. 
The edges of the grain which appear bright become dark when the upper blade is 
withdrawn. This reversal adds to the sensitiveness of the method. Monochromatic 
light is used, and one determines between which two of the spectrum lines of 
wave-length 546, 560, 578,  and j 8 8 , ~ p  the refractive indices of the mineral and the 
liquid coincide, the strength of the liquid being previously adjusted to come 
within this range. One can then calculate approximately (to within about -:- .oar) 
what the refractive index of the mineral grain for the sodium I) line should be 

* Henry A. Miers, A I i / z e v ~ ~ u g ~ v ,  (xgol), 2j0, 2tio. 

t F. E. Wright, J o w t L .  Washingtori AcatE. Sci.  4 ( ~ g r q ) ,  389. 
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This can be checked by immersing the grain in a specially prepared liquid having 
exactly this index. T h e  author states that a monochromatic illuminator has some- 
times been found useful for ascertaining approximately the wave-length for which 
the index of the grain coincides with that of the enveloping liquid. 

Description of present method. 

The  main principle of the present method of immersion refractometry is as 
follows. For the sake of simplicity it may be assumed that it is required to find the 
refractive index of a lens for the wave-length corresponding to the C line in the 
hydrogen spectrum. A monochromatic illuminator, which has been carefully 
calibrated, is used as the source of light. T h e  strength of the immersion liquid is 
first of all roughly adjusted so that a balance in refractive index is obtained for a 
wave-length in the neighbourhood of the C line. In order to keep the density of 
the liquid uniform it is stirred continuously by means of a mechanical stirrer. T h e  
wave-length of the light from the monochromatic illuminator is varied until the 
particular wave-length is determined, for which the refractive indices of lens and 
liquid are equal. The  index of the liquid for the C line, or the corresponding angle 
reading on the refractometer or goniometer, is then quickly determined. ‘The density 
of the liquid is next slightly altered and, when a steady state has again been reached, 
the new wave-length for which the indices are equal is found, the corresponding 
index of the liquid for the C line being again measured. The  process is repeated 
until a number of such points in the neighbourhood of C (preferably on both sides 
of C) are found, and the refractive indices, or angle measurements, are plotted 
against the corresponding wave-lengths for which the balance points were obtained. 
O n  drawing a curve through the points thus plotted one can immediately determine 
what the refractometer angle reading, and therefore the refractive index, should 
be for exact equality of index for the C line. The  process may then be repeated in 
the neighbourhood of any other wave-length for which the index is required. KO 
mention has so far been made of the way in n.hich the balance points are deter- 
mined, but a number of alternative methods will be described later. 

The  chief point of the process consists in the substitution of a variation of 
wave-length for a variation of the strength of the immersion liquid. T h e  method 
has the obvious advantage over any of the existing methods of immersion re- 
fractometry that it is much quicker and therefore less liable to errors due to variations 
in the density of the immersion liquid during observations. The  wave-length of 
the light can be altered very much more rapidly than the strength of the liquid. A 
number of balance points can be determined very quickly, and if the curve through 
these points should not prove to be satisfactoq, a number of extra points can be 
found with little extra trouble. 

Fabry’s method also obviates the necessity of fine adjustments of the strength 
of the immersion liquid. As compared with the present method, however, it  
has the disadvantage of requiring the use of a set of reference prisms, the indices 
of which must be known very accurately. This of course may in some cases not 

Optical XXI ’4 
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be a very serious objection, but it will probably be found that in general the present 
method is a more convenient one, especially in cases where it is necessary to make 
a large number of determinations of refractive index over a large range of glasses. 

I t  may be pointed out that great accuracy of calibration of wave-length in the 
monochromatic illuminator is requisite, sinse a small error in wave-length deter- 
mination causes an appreciable error in the value found for the refractive index. 

Apparatus. 
The apparatus required in connection with the method consists of a glass cell, 

a monochromatic illuminator, a refractometer or goniometer for measuring the 
refractive index of the immersion liquid, and suitable observing apparatus for 
determining the balance points. 

Cell. 

The cell employed for holding the liquid in which the specimen of glass is 
immersed is the one used by R. W. Cheshire in his experiments". I t  is rectangular 
in  shape, the internal dimensions being 5 x z x 1.5  cms. The  base plate is made 
of extra dense flint glass, p,, = 1.74, its thickness being 2 mm. When used with a 
Pulfrich refractometer the cell can be employed for measurements of refractive 
index of liquids up to p,,= 1.66. The parallelism of the upper and lower faces 
of the base plate is correct to within 5 seconds of angle. The  upper edge of the 
base plate which is nearer to the source of light used with the refractometer is 
chamfered. This prevents any deposition of dust, etc. at the bottom of the cell 
from interfering with the path of light and thus causing the edge of the spectrum 
line, as seen in the refractometer telescope, to be ill-defined. In  such experiments 
as the ones to be described it would be advantageous to use a wider cell than the 
one which was employed, as the full aperture of the refractometer block could then 
be utilised, and further, the greater volume of liquid which could be used with it 
would tend to reduce the rate of variation of refractive index of the liquid due to 
evaporation at the free surface. 

It may be mentioned here that some difficulty was experienced at first with the 
cell, as the ordinary cements employed for building it up were soon disintegrated 
by the mercury potassium iodide, which was the liquid used. Satisfactory results, 
however, were obtained by cementing the cell with Canada balsam. The  cell 
remained intact over long periods, care being always taken to wash it thoroughly 
after each occasion when it was used. For future experiments it might be advisable 
to make use of cells built up by means of the method of heat treatment described 
by Parker and Dalladayt. 

In  order to keep the immersion liquid as homogeneous as possible during 
experiments, it is stirred by means of a rotary glass stirrer actuated by a small motor. 
When possible, the top of the cell is covered by a glass plate so as to reduce evapora- 

* R. W. Cheshire, Phil. Mag. 32 (1916), 409. 
t R. J.  Parker and A. J.  Dalladay, Trans. Faraday Soc. 12 (1917). 305; Phil. Mag. 33 (I917), 

276. 
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tion at the free surface of the liquid, the plate having a hole in it for the stem of 
the stirrer to pass through. In  the case of small lenses or small fragments of glass 
a good plan is to cement the glass to the end of the stirrer, and thus to use the 
specimen itself as the stirrer. A somewhat similar method may be applied in the 
case of larger pieces of glass, the specimen being caused to move fairly rapidly to 
and fro across the path of light. Such devices, however, can only be employed in 
the case of some of the methods used for detecting the balance points. T h e  chief 
difficulty in keeping the liquid homogeneous occurs in the case of large specimens 
which project from the liquid. T h e  evaporation at the surface of contact causes the 
formation of “drops”  of liquid of greater density, and these fall to the bottom of 
the cell. This difficulty is not, however, a very serious one, if the liquid is kept 
well stirred. 

Monochromatic illuminator. 

A Hilger constant deviation spectrometer was used as a monochromatic illu- 
minator. T h e  eyepiece was removed and a vertical slit placed in the focal plane 
of the eyepiece. I n  some of the methods employed for determining the balance 
point of refractive index this slit was replaced by a fine vertical spider line traversed 
at the centre by two horizontal parallel lines, the purpose of which is merely to 
fix the position of the centre of the vertical line. The  advantage of using a fine line 
instead of a slit in certain spectroscopic measurements has been dealt with by 
J. Guildx. 

No advantage would be obtained by using Hilger’s specially designed mono- 
chromatic illuminator, for the increased illumination due to the short focus lenses 
would be counterbalanced by the decreased length of the spectrum. 

Instead of the wave-length scale supplied n i th  the Hilger constant deviation 
spectrometer a uniform millimetre scale was used, and the instrument was carefully 
calibrated in terms of this scale. I t  is only necessary to determine the scale readings 
corresponding to the spectrum lines for which the refractive indices of the specimen 
are required. T h e  advantages of using a uniformly divided scale are two-fold. I n  
the first place it is much easier to determine fractions of a scale unit, and in the 
second place, if the scale readings for the balance points are plotted against the 
angular readings on the refractometer, the curves obtained are straight lines; this 
would not be the case if the ordinary wave-length scale were employed. 

As source of light for the monochromatic illuminator a “Pointolite ” tungsten 
arc was employed, This  gives a very bright spectrum and enables measurements 
to be made with ease on the portion of the spectrum in the neighbourhood of the 
hydrogen F line. 

Refractometer. 

All the measurements of refractive index of the immersion liquid were made 
with a Pulfrich refractometer, the cell containing the liquid being placed in position 
on the block of the refractometer and kept there during the experiments. Optical 

* J. Guild, Proc. PJiys. Soc. 29 (1g17), 328. 
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contact between the base of the cell and the refractometer block was obtained in 
the usual way by the use of a drop of a-monobromonaphthalene. The present 
method of immersion refractometry could, of course, be equally well applied to 
the case in which the refractive index of the 1iq.uid is determined by means of an 
ordinary spectrometer, a prismatic cell being.used instead of a rectangular one. 

There is one point to be noted in connection with the measurement of refractive 
indices for the sodium D lines. In making direct determinations with a glass speci- 
men on the block of a Pulfrich refractometer it i s the edge of the D, line (that is, 
the line of greater wave-length) on which one makes a setting. In  the case of the 
liquid employed in the experiments, however, the spectrum is reversed on account 
of the relative dispersions of the liquid and the glass of the refractometer block. 
Thus in measuring the refractive index of the liquid one sets on the edge of the 
other sodium line, namely D,. In  order, therefore, to co-ordinate the results ob- 
tained by the immersion method with those derived from direct readings on the 
specimens under examination, small corrections have to be made to the former so 
as to give the values of the indices for the D, line. The manner in which these 
corrections are applied will be described later. 

As source of light for the refractometer a hydrogen tube of the H form was used 
in the " end-on" position, the tube being renewed with fresh hydrogen and then 
exhausted before each measurement. The auxiliary apparatus employed was shown 
at the Optical Society's Exhibition on the 11th of January, 1917, and is described 
in the Society's Transactions". It consists essentially of a home-made electrolytic 
generating hydrogen apparatus which works automatically. In  order to obtain the 
sodium lines from the hydrogen tube, the tube is only exhausted to a pressure of 
about 3 or 4 cms. of mercury. When a fairly heavy discharge is passed for a short 
time the capillary of the tube becomes heated and, being made of soda glass, it 
emits bright lines, the secondary hydrogen spectrum forming a good background 
for illuminating the cross-lines in the eyepiece of the refractometer telescope. The 
use of this method obviates the necessity of having an additional source of light for 
the sodium lines. 

Measurements of the refractive indices of specimens were made for three lines, 
namely, the C and F hydrogen lines and the sodium D,. No determinations of 
refractive index for the hydrogen G' were made on account of the large percentage 
absorption of violet light by the mercury potassium iodide. In  order to identify a 
specimen, however, it is not essential to measure its index for G ; the data for three 
lines, such as C, 4, and F ,  are quite sufficient. 

Auxiliary Apparatus. 
The additional apparatus required for the experiments \vi11 be described in 

detail in the case of each method employed. In building up the optical systems 
required for detecting small differences in refractive index special attention has 
been paid to the question of compactness. In  some cases a certain loss in sensitive- 

* Trans. O$t. Soc. 18 (IQI~), 21 S. 
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ness has been involved, but this has been more or less counterbalanced by the 
convenience of having the apparatus taking up as small a space as possible. The 
positions from which the balance point and the refractive index of the liquid are 
observed have been brought into close proximity, wherever possible, so that one 
person can make the two sets of observations with ease and with a minimum loss 
of time. 

Method ( I ) .  The first method that was employed for determining the wave- 
length for which the refractive indices of liquid and specimen are equal is illustrated 
in plan in Fig. I.  The light from a “Pointolite” tungsten arc P is focussed on the 
first dit  S, of the monochromatic illuminator I by means of a lens Ll. An image of 
the vertical spider line stretched across the second slit S, of the illuminator is formed 
at S,  by the lens L,, a reflecting prism RI being used to deflect the beam of light 

Fig. I a* 

T 
Fig. I. 

through a right angle. C represents the cell containing the liquid in which the 
specimen of glass G is immersed. The  mechanical stirrer used for mixing up the 
liquid in the cell is not shown. Optical contact is made between the base plate of 
the cell and the block of the Pulfrich refractometer by means of a drop of a-mono- 
bromonaphthalene, or, in the case of extra dense flints, mercury barium iodide. 
T represents the observing telescope, Sc the vertical scale, and L, the condensing 
lens of the refractometer. H is the hydrogen vacuum tube which is used as the 
source of light for the measurement of the refractive index of the liquid. The 
telescope T during the experiment is below the horizontal plane containing the 
axis of the optical system for measuring the balance point of refractive index. A 
low-power microscope M is focussed on S, through the liquid. A 3-inch objective 
is used in the microscope in order to get sufficient working distance between S, 
and the microscope for the introduction of the cell. For convenience of observation 
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a reflecting prism R, is employed to deflect the beam of light in the microscope 
through a right angle. In  this way the eyepieces of the refractometer telescope 
and the microscope are brought close together. The prism RI is mounted on a small 
table attached to the refractometer. I t  is rotated out of the position shown in the 
diagram when the wave-length has been adjusted for equality of index of liquid 
and glass, in order that the refractometer measurement may be made. 

T h e  method of measuring the refractive index of the glass specimen G for, say, 
the hydrogen C line is as follows. The  concentration of the liquid is first of all 
roughly adjusted until its refractive index for C is nearly equal to that of the speci- 
men. This can be rapidly done, before the cell is placed in position on the refracto- 
meter block, by altering the strength of the liquid until the image of an object 
(preferably illuminated by red light) seen through the specimen and the liquid very 
nearly coincides with the image seen through the liquid alone. When the cell is 
in position, the specimen is mounted in such a way that it intercepts part of the 
beam of light which passes through the liquid. In general, therefore, two images of 
the spider line will be seen in the microscope ; the one which is formed by the light 
which traverses the specimen and the liquid will be fairly well defined only if the 
specimen is regular in shape (such as a lens or prism). The  drum of the mono- 
chromatic illuminator is now rotated until the two images are brought into coin- 
cidence and the scale reading s is noted. The prism R, is then swung out of position 
and the scale reading Y on the micrometer drum of the Pulfrich refractometer, 
corresponding to the refractive index of the liquid for the C line, is determined. The 
reading s can be made from a position in the neighbourhood of T and M by placing 
a reflecting prism and lens combination above the drum of the monochromatic 
illuminator, the scale being illuminated by a flash-lamp bulb. 

The  concentration of the liquid is next altered slightly by introducing a drop of 
liquid of somewhat higher or lower refractive index, as the case may be, and the 
observer waits until the mixture is made homogeneous by stirring. Two images of 
the spider line will again be seen and their separation will depend on the effective 
angle of the edge of the specimen used and on the difference of index of the liquid 
caused by the addition of the drop. In  order to get as great a separation as possible 
it is therefore advisable to adopt such an orientation of the specimen as to present 
a maximum effective angle in the path of the beam. The wave-length of the light 
is now altered until the scale readings s and Y are determined, the latter corre- 
sponding to the refractive index of the new mixture foY the C line. The process is 
repeated for two or three different concentrations of the liquid, the refractive index 
being varied by small steps. 

T h e  pairs of values of s and Y thus obtained are now plotted and a curve is 
drawn through the points. From this curve the value Y which corresponds to the 
scale reading s for the wave-length of the hydrogen C line is determined; this value 
of Y then gives the angular reading on the refractometer which would have been 
obtained if a mixture with the same refractive index as the specimen for the C line 
had been made up. The reason for plotting values of s and Y, and not the values of 
the wave-lengths and the refractive indices, is, as has already been pointed out, 
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that the curve thus obtained is a straight line, provided that the scale of the mono- 
chromatic illuminator is an evenly divided one. On this account only a few sets 
of readings are necessary for each determination of refractive index. 

A similar process to the above is applied in the case of the other wave-lengths 
employed, namely those corresponding to the sodium D, and hydrogen F lines. 
I n  the case of the former the refractometer settings are made for the sodium D, 
line, as has already been mentioned. T h e  simplest method of making the necessary 
corrections may be described as follows. T h e  refractive indices of mercury potassium 
iodide solutions of strengths corresponding to the range of glasses to be tested are 
measured for the lines C, D,, and F.  Let r ( , ,  rD,, and rF be the emergent angles, 
as measured on the refractometer, corresponding to these indices. T h e  values of 
TI,; and r ( , -  7F for each refractometer block used are plotted and from the curves 
thus obtained the value of rC - r F  for any given value of rI,? can be determined. In 
order to find the corresponding refractometer reading for D,, that is Tu,, use may 
be made of any of the well-known dispersion formulae which involve two constants, 
such, for example, as the simplified form of Cauchy's formula; this may be written 

r = ro + A/h', 
where ro and A are constants. From this formula we obtain 

T ( , -  rl.. = A (v , , ,  - vr2 )  and rD, - r,,, = A (vI,,2 - v1,,2), 

where . v = r j x .  

Thus  

If the numerical values of v for the lines C, D,, D2, and F a r e  introduced, me obtain 
rn, = rug i- ,003 ( r ,  - r,.) 

approximately. 
From this formula, therefore, we can deduce what the refractometer reading 

should be for the sodium Dl line, if the reading for the D, line and the value of 
rL'- rF for the corresponding strength of immersion liquid are known. The  value 
of the correction that is thus made may amount to nearly one minute of angle, 
which corresponds to a difference in refractive index of about one in the fourth 
decimal place. 

If, instead of using a dispersion formula, the slope of the dispersion curve at 
the wave-lengths of the sodium lines be taken as equal to the slope of the straight 
line joining the points corresponding to the wave-lengths of the C and F lines, the 
factor -0035 is obtained for the second term of the above equation. Fo r  most pur- 
poses this factor is sufficiently accurate. If, however, a more accurate correction 
is required, one may employ the slope of the line joining the points corresponding 
to the wave-lengths of the sodium D2 and the helium yellow lines. This  would in- 
volve the determination of a number of readings for the helium line; the difference 
between the correction thus obtained and the one which the dispersion formula 
gives would at most be equivalent to about one unit in the fifth decimal place. It 
is not likely that such a degree of refinement will be necessary in connection with 
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methods of immersion refractometry, but the point is of importance in the measure- 
ment of the refractive indices of highly dispersive liquids by means of the Pulfrich 
refractometer. 

Method (2). T h e  second method that was adopted for determining the balance 
points is similar to the one just described, but is somewhat more sensitive. The  
optical system employed is shown in Fig. I a.  The image S, of the vertical spider 
line stretched across the second slit S, of the monochromatic illuminator is formed 
by two lenses L, and L,, one on either side of the cell C, the beam of light which 
passes through the liquid being rendered parallel by the lens L,. One advantage of 
using this system rather than the one shown in Fig. I is that a higher power micro- 
scope may be employed, since its working distance is not limited by the interposition 
of the cell between S, and the microscope objective. A small right-angle prism R, 
is attached to the objective of the microscope M so as to bring the eyepiece of the 
latter into close proximity to that of the refractometer telescope T. 

Both of these methods (but especially the latter) are very convenient for 
observing the balance point, particularly when the specimen under examination 
is in the form of a lens or prism. Attention may again be directed to the fact that, 

Fig. 2 .  

in order to obtain the greatest accuracy with any given specimen, the greatest 
effective angle of the specimen should be utilised, so as to give a maximum deflection 
of the image formed by the light which passes through the glass and the liquid. Thus, 
for example, in the case of a flat lens the specimen should be mounted edgewise 
in  the beam of light, for with such an orientation it is practically equivalent to a 
thin prism of large angle. 

There are one or two ways in which method ( 2 )  may be modified so as to give 
a somewhat higher degree of accuracy. The use of a much higher power microscope 
in combination with a finer spider line is not of any great advantage, since the 
intensity of illumination might be cut down too much, and this would be a drawback, 
especially in the determinations of indices for the F line. For the lens L, (Fig. I a ) ,  
however, a longer focal length objective could be used, and in order to keep the 
system compact a pentagonal prism could be substituted for the right-angle prism 
R, ; if the pentagonal prism were fairly large, a considerable portion of the optical 
path between the lens and its focus would be in the prism. Another modification, 
whereby the beam of light is made to pass twice through the specimen, and thus 
g k e  double the deviation, is shown in Fig. 2. The second slit S, of the mono- 
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chromatic illuminator is placed at the focus of the lens L,, so that a parallel beam 
of light is caused to pass through the cell C. ’This beam is reflected back by a plane 
mirror A ,  slightly inclined to the beam, and after again traversing the cell is 
brought to a focus at S:j, a small right-angle prism R being inserted so as to deflect 
the light through 90‘. The  spider line image formed at S,  is then observed by means 
of a microscope M .  The  mirror A may be mounted on a table which can be swung 
out of position when the refractometer measurements are being made, or it may be 
fixed in such a way that the beam of light from the hydrogen tube H passes under- 
neath it. By placing the mirror at a small angle to the beam, the reflected light is 
brought to a focus at the side of the slit S,, thus involving less loss of light than if a 
half-silvered mirror were used instead of the prism R, and, further, the images 
formed by light reflected from the walls of the cell do not disturb the main image 
which is to be observed. 

Method (3). Another method, which is convenient to employ in the case of 
lenses and prisms, the edges of which form fairly large effective angles, is illustrated 
in Fig. 3 .  

P B 
A C/  A 

0 
Fig. 3 a .  

Fig. 3. 

-4 piece of ground glass Gr is illuminated by a “Pointolite” tungsten arc P and 
a very fine wire or spider line MJ is mounted horizontally on the other side of the 
ground glass. An image of this wire is formed across the slit of a spectrometer Sp 
by means of two lenses L, and L,,  the wire being at the focus of the former. The  
cell C is mounted in the path of the parallel beam of light between L, and L,, the 
general arrangement of apparatus being much the same as in the previous method. 
T h e  specimen is mounted in such a ivay that its edge intercepts the upper half of 
the beam of light which passes through the liquid in the cell. Before the specimen is 
immersed in the liquid one sees in the spectrometer a spectrum traversed horizontally 
by a fine dark line A A  (Fig. 3 a), corresponding to the point on the slit where the 
image of the wire W’ falls. If now, the specimen is placed in position, another dark 
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line BB will be observed. This line, which is straight if the specimen is a prism and 
approximately straight if i t  is a lens, makes an angle with the line AA depending 
on the effective angle of the specimen. The point C where these two lines intersect 
corresponds then to the wave-length for which the refractive indices of the liquid 
and the specimen are equal. This method is a very pleasant one to work with, but 
it does not give such accurate results as the previous ones, unless the angle of the 
specimen is fairly large. With specimens of small angle it is sometimes rather 
difficult to determine the point C with accuracy as the region round C is filled with 
systems of fringes. 

Method (4). Another method of observing the balance point is similar to the 
one employed by R. W. Cheshire and is specially convenient in the case where the 
specimen to be examined is in the form of an irregular fragment. The general 
arrangement of apparatus is the same as that shown in Fig. I a, except that, instead 
of using a fine vertical spider line across the second slit of the monochromatic 
illuminator, the slit is narrowed and a fine wire or spider line is made to coincide 
at S3 with the image of the slit formed by the light which traverses the immersion 
liquid alone. No observing microscope is required ; on placing one’s eye behind 
the wire at S3 no light reaches it unless the refractive indices of the liquid and the 
specimen are different. The method of observation is, therefore, to alter the wave- 
length of the light until the specimen suddenly disappears in the field of view. This 
modification of the shadow method does not, of course, give such accurate results 
as Cheshire’s method, but it has the advantage of greater compactness and, in 
combination with the rest of the process, of greater available intensity. 

Method (5). One of the most accurate methods of observing the balance point 
is to make use of an interferometer system”. For the sake of simplicity this may be 
built up on the plan of the Rayleigh interference refractometer?. Experiments 
carried out by my colleague, Mr J. Guild, and myself some years ago with a 
Michelson interferometer system showed that very accurate determinations of the 
equality of refractive index could be obtained. The method, however, necessitates 
the employment of an optically accurate, parallel-sided cell, and the system must 
be mounted in such a way that it is free from vibration. For most purposes, there- 
fore, the increased sensitivity does not compensate for the more rigorous conditions 
required. The method would, however, be extremely useful for detecting and 
measuring small variations of refractive index in specimens of irregular shape. 

Results. 

In  order to test the accuracy that can be obtained with the present method of 
immersion refractometry, three small prisms were experimented with, the glasses 
being a boro-silicate crown, a baryta light flint, and a dense flint. For purposes of 
comparison the refractive indices of these specimens were determined by direct 
measurement on the Pulfrich refractometer. For observing the balance points 

* The problem has recently been dealt with by C. Barus, “The Interferometry of Reversed 
and Non-reversed spectra,” Part 11, Carnegie fnstifution of Washington Publication. 249 (1917), 95. 

t Lord Kayleigh, Phil. Mag. 33 (1917). IGI. 
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method (2) was employed. The  following measurements of the scale readings on 
the monochromatic illuminator (s) and the Pulfrich refractometer ( r ) ,  which were 
obtained in the case of the B. S.C. specimen for the Cline of the hydrogen spectrum, 
will serve to illustrate the linear relation between s and r .  

S Y 

If these values be plotted, it will be found that the points lie very nearly on a 
straight line, from which the value of r corresponding to the scale reading 724.8 
for the C line is obtained, namely, 35' j5"9. T h e  reading obtained by direct 
measurement was 35' 5 j"1. 

T h e  following table gives the results of the refractive index measurements for 
the three specimens for the lines C,  D,, and F. T h e  last column represents the 
errors as compared with the direct measurements. 

Specimen Line p (immersion method) p (direct method) 
C r . j o j j 0  I.jOj84 - ~00008 

1.j1371 1,51377 - . O O O O ~  

R.S.C. 'I 3 1.jo8r1 I, j0822 - ~OOOOI 

C 
B.L.F. { 2 1.54756 - '0000 j 

r.j.5068 - ~00006 
I . j j828  - ~00003  
1 .617j0  - ~00003 
1.62240 - ~ 0 0 0 0 6  
1.63478 - .00008 

The average error, therefore, is about 5 units in the fifth decimal place. A still 
higher degree of accuracy might be obtained by slight modifications of the method, 
such as have been suggested on p. 210. 

Theoretical discussion of accuracy obtainable. 

We may now discuss theoretically the accuracy to be expected from this 
method of determining the balance point. Consider the case (Fig. 4) of a prism P 
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immersed in a parallel-sided cell C filled with liquid, the base of the prism being 
parallel to the incident ray, which is normal to the sides of the cell. Let the refractive 
indices of the prism and the liquid for a given wave-length be ,uQ , pL respectively, 
where pG > pL the difference po- p,, being very small. Further let 0 be the angle 
of the prism, il, i, the angles of incidence and emergence at the prism faces, yl, Y, 

the angles of refraction in the prism, and S', S the deviations of the ray after 
emergence from the prism and from the cell, respectively. Then, since the angles 
of deviation are very small, 

S = p,,S' = pL {(il + i,) - (yl i Y,)). 

and Also 

Therefore 

pL sin il = vu sin T~ pL sin iz = pLo sin Y,. 

(pG - p,,) sin y1 = p,, (sin il - sin yl) 

= pL (il - y1) cos 012, 

a - r  since the difference il - y1 is very small and sin '1-l may be replaced by L - 1 ,  
2 2 

and by il or 012. 

Similarly 

Therefore 
(pG - pL) sin r, = pL (iz - ra) cos 012. 

r - Y  since rl , y Z  are each very nearly equal to i, and cos 1 2  is approximately unity. 

If now a parallel beam of rays falling normally on the first side of the cell is 
brought to a focus by an objective after traversing the prism and cell, the displace- 
ment d of the image in the focal plane will be given by 

d = f t a n S ,  

where f is the focal length of the objective, or, since S is very small, d =fs. Thus 
from equation ( I )  

Now, in the experiment the breadth of the image of the line as formed at S, 
(Fig. I a) was approximately a 0 0 7 5  mm. It  may be assumed that with the magni- 
fication of the microscope employed, namely about 30, a relative displacement of 
the two line images equal to one third of the breadth of the line could be detected. 
Thus in order to obtain from equation (2) a value for the minimum difference in 
refractive index that canbe detected by this method we may insert the value.0025 mm. 
for d. The prisms experimented with had angles of approximately 12O.5 and the 
objective employed had a focal length of about 20 cms. Putting these values into 

2 

d = 2f (pG - pL) tan 012. . .. * * .(2) 
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equation (2) we obtain as the minimum difference in refractive index the value 
.000057*. 

Another source of possible error is in connection with the calibration of the 
monochromatic illuminator. Kow the accuracy with which settings can be made 
on the monochromatic illuminator is about *I of a small division on the uniform 
scale. Further, from the slopes of the straight lines, from which the values of the 
refractive indices are interpolated, it follows that * I  of a small scale division is 
equivalent to an angle on the refractometer scale of from -09 to '14 of a minute 
depending on the type of glass. This corresponds roughly to an accuracy of one 
unit in the fifth decimal place of refractive index, provided the Pulfrich refracto- 
meter is accurate to that degree. It follows, therefore, that the mean accuracy 
obtained in the experiments is of the order that one would expect from theoretical 
considerations. 

SUMMARY 

The  paper contains brief descriptions of the chief methods employed for 
measuring the refractive indices of specimens which cannot be measured directly. 

A new method of immersion refractometry is described. This depends essentially 
on the principle of substituting for the usual method of varying the strength of the 
immersion liquid a process which involves a few determinations of the wave-lengths 
for which the refractive indices of liquid and specimen are equal, corresponding to 
different strengths of the liquid. 

A number of alternative methods of observing the balance point of refractive 
index are given. Results obtained by one of these methods were found to give 
for the C, D,, and F lines a mean error of about 5 units in the fifth decimal place, 
though this error may be somewhat reduced by modifications of the optical systems 
employed. The  method was employed with great success during the war in deter- 
mining the types of glass used for the lens components of a number of captured 
German optical instruments. 

In  conclusion, the author desires to express his thanks to Mr J. Guild, A.R.C.Sc. 
for many valuable suggestions, and to Rlr R. J. Trump, B.A., B.Sc., for his kind 
assistance in the earlier part of the work. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr T. Smith said that the author was to be congratulated for developing a 
method, available for a number of wave-lengths, which was very accurate and quick, 
and involved the use of inexpensive apparatus. I t  was advantageous to have a 
method, such as had been described, which could be carried out by a single observer. 
The process had been found extremely useful during the war. He congratulated 
the author on the inclusion in the paper of a very complete bibliography of the 
subject. 

* For the case of the quartz specimen, for which Fabry gives results (p, 2 0 2 ) .  the detectable 
difference in refractive indes would be about z units in the  sixth decimal place, as the prism 
angle was 120~. 
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Mr L. C. Martin communicated the following remarks. 
We are indebted to Dr Anderson for the description of his very beautiful experi- 

mental method. To complete the bibliography of the subject the papers by Chalmers 
(Opt. Conv., 1905), and Carl Barus (Pub. Carnegie Inst., 1916 and 1917, “The  
Interferometry of Reversed Spectra ”) might be mentioned. Chalmers seems to 
have anticipated certain points in Fabry’s method, while Barus has used the inter- 
ferometer. It occurs to me to suggest that an observation of the displacement of 
interference fringes in a type of optical system similar to the Rayleigh gas refracto- 
meter, where the immersed specimen is introduced into one limb, would give a 
sensitive indication, although probably not more so than the “knife edge ” method. 
Where a monochromatic illuminator and refractometer are not available I still 
consider my own method capable of very good results. At the time of publication 
I was working with an iron spectrum. It was easy to tell the region of equal 
refractive index from inspection of the spectrum and the refractive index of the 
liquid could be roughly checked in this way while altering the mixture, and after- 
wards delicately changed by evaporation. Dr  Anderson’s ingenious solution of the 
interpotation problem saves a certain amount of experimental work, but by working 
as suggested above there is no need to anticipate any difficulty or waste of time in 
the spectrometer method. 

The author communicated the following reply. 
I have now inserted references to the methods used by Chalmers and Barus, 

and would like to thank Mr Martin for drawing my attention to them. The applica- 
tion of a system similar to the Rayleigh gas refractometer has already been referred 
to in the text. 


